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The Nephilim: Giant O�spring of the Sons
of God and the Daughters of Man?

 

Who were the nephilim? The word nephilim appears twice in the Old Testament of the
Bible. They are first mentioned in chapter 6 of the book of Genesis and then again in Number
13:33. But their brief mention in the Bible has led to an ongoing debate as to who or what the
nephilim were. Much of this debate stems from the passage in the Bible that states:

When people began to multiply on the face of the ground, and daughters were
born to them, the sons of God saw that they were fair; and they took wives for
themselves of all that they chose. 
The Nephilim were on the earth in those days - and also afterward - when the
sons of God went in to the daughters of man, who bore children to them. These
were the heroes that were of old, warriors of renown .  – Genesis 6: 1-4
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The Sons of God Saw the Daughters of Men That They Were Fair (1923) by Daniel Chester
French. Corcoran Gallery of Art. ( CC0)

What Does ‘Nephilim’ Mean?
The traditional definition of Nephilim is giant. Some dictionaries describe the nephilim as being
giants who also possess super human strength. The Greek Septuagint, an ancient translation of
the Hebrew Bible , refers to them as gigantes, which actually means "earth -born," a concept we
will be coming back to as we continue.

It is believed that the word Nephilim comes from the root word "Naphal" which means to fall. In
biblical circles this definition has quickly put the Nephilim into the role of the children of the fallen
angels . The word Naphal, however, is never directly associated with the concept of fallen
angels. Its meaning in context is more closely associated with the idea of lying prostrate or of
prostrating oneself. There are also ties in this word to the concept of failure, falling short, or
being cast down.
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‘The Fall of the Rebel Angels’ (1685) by Charles Le Brun. ( Public Domain )

Mythos of the Nephilim
Over the years a mythos has developed around the concept of the nephilim. It alleges that these
giants were the offspring of the "Sons of God" and the "Daughters of Man". Are the nephilim the
children of the untoward relationship?

The connection between the biblical text and this claim, although commonly pointed to as the
basis of this belief, is unfounded. The document in which we find statements that support this
claim actually comes from the apocryphal Book of Jubiliees :

And it came to pass when the children of men began to multiply on the face of
the earth and daughters were born unto them, that the angels of God saw them
on a certain year of this jubilee, that they were beautiful to look upon; and they
took themselves wives of all whom they chose, and they bare unto them sons
and they were giants. The Book of Jubilees - Chapter V: 1
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Is the claim that the nephilim were the offspring of the sons of god and the daughters of men
supported by sources outside the Judeo-Christian tradition?  In other words, does mythology
worldwide support this belief?

The Sons of God Saw the Daughters of Men That They Were Fair, by Maurice Greiffenhagen. (
Public Domain )

Giants Roaming the Earth Across Cultures
The notion of giants roaming the earth can be found in cultures worldwide. Greek mythology tells
us that the Titan Cronus castrated his father Uranus in order to gain control of the Greek
pantheon . It is from the blood of the castrated Uranus that fell upon the earth that the giants,
the "earth-born", were created.

The Earth-born, when compared to us, were giants. The giants, lived under the rule of Cronos
during the golden age, in a time that was free from sorrow or care and everyone lived happy and
joyous lives.

It was only after Cronos' son Zeus fought for control of both the heavens and the earth that
everything changed. In his new role, Zeus, according to Greek myth, put the giants to work. It
was just a matter of time before the giants started ignoring the god's mandates.
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Bell krater depicting Zeus fighting against the giant Porphyrion. (Egisto Sani/ CC BY NC SA 2.0 )

They were no longer prostrating themselves to the will of the gods. Their lack of complete
servitude and their failure to comply with the god’s demands incited the "children of god" into a
full blown rebellion against the heavenly gods. Heavy losses were taken on both sides, but their
revolution was finally suppressed by the gods.

A truce was declared. As part of their reparations to the giants it was decided to create a new
race to handle the burdens that were cast upon the giants - man.

Padraic Column in his book entitled Orpheus, Myths of the World , relates this tale about the
creation of man : Aztec legend recounts how the Earth-mother, Citlalicue, gave birth to a flint
knife. When the knife was flung down onto the Earth, it was transformed into sixteen hundred
"earth-gods." (Is there connection between the flint knife, flung down by Citlalicue, and the sickle
used by Cronus to castrate his father?)

These newly formed earth-gods lived as men and women and labored in search of food. After
some time, the Earth-gods began to think that this work was below their station. They were, after
all, the children of the Sky-father and Earth-mother. They asked their mother Citlalicue to make a
race who would serve them and bear the burdens they faced. With the help of Citlalicue,
mankind was created .

‘A group of natives in the central highlands of Mexico, capturing and putting to death a giant.’ (
CC0)

Based upon these mythological traditions it seems clear that the earth-born giants, the nephilim,
existed long before man first inhabited the earth. Thus when you read the line "The Nephilim
were on the earth in those days - and also afterward" it seems clear from this perspective that
the authors were not being vague. Instead they were just making a statement of fact - that the
Nephilim, the earth-born, were on the earth at that time.

The O�spring of the Sons of God and the Daughters of Man
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So who were the offspring of the sons of god and the daughters of man? The Hebrew Bible
refers to them as gibborim. The inferred meaning of this word is men of great stature, heroes,
men who are valiant or brave.

The Greek Septuagint identifies them as the renominati or men or renown. In Greek mythology
the gods have a long history of having relations with humans. The names of some of these
"demi-gods", or semi-human individuals, whose names have withstood the tests of time include
were Hercules, Perseus, and Achilles. In India they are called Hanuman and Garuda and in
Sumer Gilgamesh and Adapa.

Interestingly, a parallel myth to this biblical narrative does exist. It comes to us from the pages of
the Hindu epic the Ramayana. The Ramayana is the epic tale of Rama, the 7th avatar of the
supreme god Vishnu.

Rama lived during the Treta Yuga. It was an age where the world was filled with giants. Around
the same time as Rama's birth, the supreme god Vishnu, knowing what was in store for him,
requested that all of the gods descend to the earth and mate with the apes and the bears. This
request was made in order to, when the time was right, provide Rama with an army he could use
to help him conquer Ravana - the giant demon king of Lanka.

Fight between Rama and Ravana. ( CC0)

The offspring of these unions obtained an array of impressive skills from their divine parents. The
mighty Sugríva was the ruler of the vanara, the ape-men. His father was Surya, the chief solar
deity. The demi-god Hanúmán was the son of the wind god and is described as being able to
travel very fast, while Nala was the son of the god of building and construction and is the vanara
that helps Rama to build a bridge from mainland India to Lanka.

These thousands did the Gods create 
Endowed with might that none could mate, 
In monkey forms that changed at will; 
So strong their wish the fiend to kill.

The Nephilim, Anunnaki and More: Four Common Mistakes Made When Interpreting
Mythology
The Epic of Gilgamesh Unveiled: Searching For a Way to the Home Planet
Anunnaki Revealed: Who Were These Beings of Ancient Astronaut Theory? What Do
the Ancient Texts Say? – Part I

Are the nephelim the offspring of the sons of god and the daughters of man? No. They were the
race of earth-born giants who lived before the creation of man . They are the group who
revolted against the gods in antiquity.

They are also the ones responsible for the creation of mankind. Additionally, based upon the
references that come to us from the Ramayana, it does seem clear the when the gods mated
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3 JUNE, 2020 - 18:46 WILLEM MCLOUD

The Nephilim Tradition From
Ancient Sumer
The oldest literary tradition about great heroic
kings claiming to have been scions of the
gods dates back to the Sumerian King List in
which the First Dynasty of Uruk is described
as having been...

 READ MORE

26 APRIL, 2020 - 01:57 ADAM STOKES

The Fall of the Giants and Their
Fate According to Ancient Texts
Giants were here. In using the term giants, I
am referring to persons at least 7 feet (2.1m)
and up to 13 feet (4m) in height. Given that
pre-modern man was significantly shorter on
the average than...

 READ MORE

with "ape-men" their offspring were men of renown, heroes, or individuals who are valiant or
brave.

Top Image: ‘Norandino and Lucina Discovered by the Ogre’ (1624) by Giovanni Lanfranco.
Source: Public Domain
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The Epic of Gilgamesh Unveiled:
Enlightenment and Source of
Religions
This retelling of key parts of the Epic explores
the unconventional idea that Gilgamesh was
not searching for life eternal on Earth, as has
been suggested as the theme of the Epic, but
was instead...
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The Epic of Gilgamesh Unveiled:
Searching For a Way to the
Home Planet
The Epic of Gilgamesh is regarded as one of
mankind’s greatest literary and historical
works. Many authors have studied the text in
an effort to explain the nature of Gilgamesh’s
tyranny and his...
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The Nephilim, Anunnaki and
More: Four Common Mistakes
Made When Interpreting
Mythology
The 19th century gave us some of the best
work on mythology, but much of it has been
ignored over time. Since around the 1960s,
when excitement was at its peak regarding
space travel and the moon...
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Mistranslation of Sumerian
Texts
In a previous 2-part article (1), the authors
wrote about the faulty associations of the
Sumerian deities known as the Anunnaki as
they are portrayed in the books, television
series, and other media...
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